
 

WRITTEN EXPRESSION (KERROUM)                                                         LEVEL: first year  

WRITING LESSON 6: Paragraph Structure 

 

Note : “Attach writing lesson 4 with this hand-out” 

A paragraph is a basic unit of organization in writing in which a group of related sentences develops one main 

idea.  

Before you start writing a paragraph you have to take into account the following points: 

Audience: the future readers of your paragraph. This is important because it will give you some ideas about 

what to say and how to say it. 

Tone: that is to say your attitude towards the topic which is reveal by your choice of words, grammatical 

structures, etc. and which is determined by your audience since you will have to adapt your writing to the 

people who is going to read your text. 

Purpose: This will define the form and style (rhetorical form) of the text. 

 

Academic writing: the writing you are required to do in college or university 

The writing process 

 

 Prewriting activities  

Choosing and narrowing a topic (from a general to a very specific topic) 

 Brainstorming (generating ideas) 

  By listing 

  By freewriting 

  By clustering (=writing ideas in balloons) 

 Planning  

 Grouping (joining the generated ideas into related groups) 

 Writing the Topic Sentence (TS) -see below- 

Outlining (writing a plan of the main points and subpoints of the topic) -see table    

 Writing and revising drafts 

 Writing 1st rough draft (forgets grammar, spelling, punctuation, add comments) 

 Revising content and organization (= change, rewrite, improve) 

 Proofreading 2
nd

 draft (check grammar, sentence structure –agreement, verb tenses- spelling, vocabulary and 

punctuation) 

 Writing the final copy 

 

An Outline of a Paragraph 

                    Topic sentence          One problem is the city’s unreliable public transportation. 

                        Supporting point         1. Daily schedules are unreliable 

                        Supporting detail          - late arrivals 

                        Supporting detail          - arrive in bunches 

                        Supporting point         2. Passengers are victims 

                        Supporting detail          - are late to appointments, Work, classes 

                        Supporting detail          - must allow extra time to wait for busses 

 

 

 



 
 

Paragraph Characteristics 
Repeating Key Words and Using Pronouns 

There is no fixed rule about how often to repeat a noun, or when to substitute pronouns. However, you need to 

repeat key nouns instead of using a pronoun when the meaning is not clear. Besides, when you use pronouns, 

you should be consistent; that is, make sure that you use the same person and number throughout your 

paragraph. Don’t change number or person in the same paragraph. 

Logical Order 

LO refers to the different ways of organizing or arranging the ideas and sentences of a paragraph. There are 

different kinds of LO: 

 

 Chronological order 

 Logical division of ideas 

 Comparison and contrast 

 Cause and effect 

 Order of importance 

 Arguing for and against 

 

►Each kind of LO has its own words and phrases (transition signals, verbs, etc.) to show the relationships 

among the ideas. 

Chronological Order 

 As expected, paragraphs which follow chronological order are full of time expressions. They show ideas in the 

order of their occurrence in time. You can use chronological order to write a historical review of events on the 

subject you are required, or you can use it to explain processes and procedures such as a recipe or an 

experiment. 

So we can define two kinds of paragraph that follow chronological order: event paragraphs and how to or 

process paragraphs. 

Logical division of Ideas 
Here, ideas are put into related groups, and each group is discussed one after the other. The order in which you 

discussed each group is not important what matters is that each group presents a series of ideas related in some 

way. 

Comparison and Contrast 
In a paragraph which follows comparison and contrast order, you simply discuss the similarities and/or the 

differences of a particular thing or matter. Just bear in mind that when you compare you describe the 

similarities of something, and when you contrast you write about its differences. Besides, paragraphs describing 

both similarities and differences can have one of the following organizations: you can first discuss all the 

similarities or differences together or you can alternate and discuss a similarity and a difference one after the 

other. 

Cause and Effect  

Paragraph organized by cause and effect investigate why something happened or why things are as they are 

(causes) and the effects of an event or a situation. 



As to the cause paragraphs, it is worth taking into account that causes can be divided into two kinds: immediate 

cause which is the first cause the writer encounters. For instance, in a house on fire, the writer can see that the 

first cause of the fire is an explosion. Besides, there exists underlaying causes: the writer can ask himself which 

are the causes of that explosion, he finds that somebody ignited a match besides a gas leak. What is more, he 

finds that the gas leak was caused by a defective pipe. 

To write a cause-and-effect paragraph, follow one of these structures: 

For a cause paragraph 

1. Begin with a statement of the effect. 

2. Explain the immediate causes. 

3. Explain the underlaying causes. 

4. End with what has caused the effect. 

 

 

For example, in the same case of the explosion you can make an effect paragraph beginning with the cause; that 

is, a house that caught fire. Then, you move onto the short-term effects: a house destroyed by the flames. After 

that, you can write about the long-term effects of the fire: a family was left homeless, for instance. Finally, 

make a statement explaining the relationship between the cause: the gas leak and the underlaying effect: the 

new homeless family. 

 

Order of Importance 

Another usually requested kind of organization is that presenting the ideas in the order of their importance. This 

method is similar to that of logical division; the only difference is that you discuss the ideas in the order of their 

importance in your mind. You can first discuss the most important ideas and work down to the less important 

ones or vice versa.  

Arguing For and Against 

For this kind of organization you follow a pattern which combines comparison and contrast and logical division 

order. You begin by stating a TS which compares or contrasts two things or matters and, at the same time, 

states which one you are for or against. Then, following logical division you explain the points which make the 

thing or matter favourable or unfavourable. 

Transition Signals 

TS may be words or phrases that tell your reader what to do as he reads the paragraph or any piece of writing. 

In other words, they tell the reader when you are giving a similar idea, an opposite one, an example, etc. 

Good writing requires that you use enough TS to make the relationship among your ideas clear, not more, nor 

less.  

They can be categorized into three groups according to their grammatical function. 

 

 Sentence connectors 

o Transition phrases 

o Conjunctive adverbs 

 Clause connectors 

o Coordinating conjunctions 

o Subordinating conjunctions 

 

a- Sentence Connectors 

Transition Phrases 

Appear at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a sentence and they are always preceded and/ followed 

by commas. 

In general, they are prepositional phrases; that is, they are nouns preceded by prepositions or verbs with to 

infinitive form (to conclude, in addition, for example, etc) 

Conjunctive Adverbs 
There are two ways for punctuating these connectors: 

In a sentence, they can appear at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of it. And are separated by commas, 

Joining two independent clauses
1
, they are preceded by a semicolon (;) and followed by a comma. “That is”, its 

abbreviation “i.e.”, and “e.g.”
2
 usually follow this pattern. 

                                                 
1
 The structure of an independent clause is similar to that of a simple sentence. 

2
 From Latin: i.e.: id est / e.g.: exampli gratia (=for rxample) 

For an effect paragraph 

1. Begin with a statement of the cause. 

2. Discuss the short term effects. 

3. Discuss the long-term effects. 

4. End with a statement of the direct relationship 

between the cause and the effects. 

 

 



b- Clause Connectors 

Coordinating conjunctions. 

Subordinating Conjunctions 

Transition words :can be divided into six groups, each group serving a different function in the way in 
which it combines sentences or phrases together. Look carefully at the lists below. 
A. Transitions which indicate additions, repetitions, or intensification: 
Also/ in addition/ besides/ too /another…/ further/ furthermore/ in other words /moreover /indeed/ 
in fact /finally first second after all /once again/ to repeat /and so on/ again/ to sum up /to conclude 
usually /habitually/ any more /nevertheless/ to put it another way/ as a matter of fact 
B. Transitions which indicate comparisons, contrasts, or contradictions: 
similarly /likewise/ by comparison /in the like manner /as well as /as /as if /unlike /however /though 
regardless/ on the other hand /in spite of/ despite /but /yet /whereas /even though/ even when /rather 
tan/ instead /instead of/ on the contrary /nevertheless/in fact/ nonetheless /then again /to put it 
another way either. Or/ neither. nor 
C. Transitions which indicate a time or space relationship: 
Before/ now/ next /after /that in time /later/ following…/ after so much time /finally/ earlier /at first 
(last) /then /just/ then /until /soon /the next day (night) /while /meanwhile/ beside /between 
/beyond/  across /from.. to.. / outside /inside /eventually /since /ever since/even when 
D. Transitions which limit or prepare for an example: 
if /unless /when /provided that /in case/ in particular that/ that is /namely /for example/ for instance 
to illustrate/such as 
E. Transitions which indicate a cause or result: 
Because/ for/ therefore /thus /so /as a result/ consequently/ that (this) reason 
F. Transitions which indicate obvious truths or grant opposition: 
no doubt/ doubtless/ undoubtedly /without a doubt /of course /naturally /surely /certainly /in fact 
granted /granted that /conceding that 
 

Task  

Re-arrange the sentences below in a correct sequential order to form a logical paragraph. As written, the 
sentences lack a degree of cohesion for a well written paragraph. Rewrite the paragraph below, using the 
cohesive devices discussed above to make a well written paragraph: 
  _____ The Hope Diamond.s unparalleled beauty and uniqueness is attributed to the diamond.s 

unquestioned perfection, large size, and brilliant blue color. 
_____ The Hope diamond, one of the world.s great treasures, has been enshrouded in tragedy and mystery 
for centuries. 
_____ Her first son died in an car accident at age nine. 
_____ Death has followed its history. 
_____ It is alleged that Tavernier stole the Hope Diamond from the stature of a Hindu goddess and was 
mauled by a pack of wild dogs after selling the stone in Russia. 
_____ Whether the legend of the Hope Diamond is believed or not, thousands still marvel its beauty and 
allure daily at the museum.s display. 
_____ The next owner, a New York jeweler named Harry Winston, donated the gem to the Smithsonian 
Institute in 1958. 
_____ In 1939, the diamond was purchased by Henry Philip Hope (from which the gem gets its current 
name). 
_____ According to legend, Hope went bankrupt because of the curse. 
_____ She considered the gem a good luck charm:however, tragedy struck her life after the purchase. 
_____ The curse began with a traveler to India named Tavernier. 
_____ Her daughter committed suicide at the age of 25. 
_____ Her husband was committed to a mental institution fro insanity and remained there until his death. 
_____ Many believe that the donation was made in order to rid himself of the 
 diamond.s curse. 
_____ Some attribute the beheading of Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI, late owners of the famousdiamond, 
to the curse of the Hope Diamond. 
_____ An American woman, Evelyn Walsh McLean, bought the diamond in 1910. 


